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What has been
worked on in the
past month?

Throughout the last month there’s been a huge emphasis on getting the
school representatives trained and prepared for what to expect with
undergoing the role. I’ve had a meeting with them on Microsoft Teams
where we all discussed what we wanted to work on throughout our time
in the roles, and gave our advice, thoughts, and opinions on how each
can be successfully achieved. We’ve all agreed on some main topics
that we want to work on as a college, and therefore integrate into every
school. It’s all been very encouraging so far, and I think we’re all going
to make a good team with working together to voice the opinions of
students.

Successes from
the past month
and any Reps
Wins

All the school representatives and I have introduced ourselves to
relevant staff members as we take-over the roles from the previous
team, and have begun discussing our ideas with them so they’re aware.
All the reps have also spoken to their predecessors on what to expect in
the role, what they were previously working on, and how they can carry
that forth. It’s been a full month on learning, but I feel that college of
science reps and myself are strongly prepared now to take on the role.
Earlier this month I also sat on a new panel called the “teaching and
learning student experience panel” which was exciting and is a new way
for students to express their opinions on the way they’re being taught this will be a very crucial panel moving forward with the new ‘blended
learning’ approach and will hopefully allow the teaching team at the
university to strengthen the way they now teach.

Plans for next
month

Moving forward, we’re going to be spending the next month working on
our ‘Women In Science’ campaign, which the entire CoS rep team is
excited about, and this will be an ongoing campaign throughout the
year. We’re hoping to have plans drawn up on how we’re going to utilise
the campaign and make it as powerful as possible. I’m also going to be
talking to the school of pharmacy on this new role they’ve introduced
within their school called a ‘diversity lead’, and how it could be
implemented within all schools within CoS.

